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Sequences of cortical activation for tactile pattern
discrimination using magnetoencephalography
Catherine L. Reeda,b, Donald J. Hagler Jrc, Ksenija Marinkovicf,g, Anders Daled,e
and Eric Halgrend,e,f
To observe sequential stages in tactile pattern
discrimination and their modification with and
without attention, we used whole-head anatomically
constrained magnetoencephalography to
spatiotemporally map brain responses. Eight, normal,
right-handed participants discriminated between
two patterns presented on the palm. Latencies
of neural activity were determined from stimulus contact
with the palm. Early cortical activation moved from
sensorimotor cortex (SM1) to secondary somatosensory
cortex (SII), Broca’s area (BA), and superior parietal cortex
by 65 ms. It continued bilaterally to temporal and frontal
poles by 290 ms. Subtraction of nonattended from
attended conditions removed primarily the early
contralateral sensory components. There was some
indication of a preferred order of sensory processing that
may express and optimize hemispheric computational

specializations. Results indicate similar functional
organizations for tactile and visual pattern
recognition. NeuroReport 20:941–945 c 2009 Wolters
Kluwer Health | Lippincott Williams & Wilkins.

Introduction

modality-general regions. We examined whether the
somatosensory system has an analogous organization.
Although some research suggests that tactile information
is processed by the visual system [5,6], other research
supports an initial somatosensory-specific processing
stream [7–9].

The order and timing of activation of cortical areas
used in analyzing sensory information are crucial for the
understanding of cortical dynamics. Most researches have
focused on the visual cognition and the activation of
visual cortical areas. In the visual system, hierarchical
and parallel operations coexist [1]. A ventral-processing
stream has been identified for analyzing the visual scene
into form, color, and features [2]. Anatomically, the
ventral stream connects striate, prestriate, and inferior
temporal brain regions. However, relatively few
researchers have examined somatosensory cognition
and the activation of somatosensory cortical areas. We
investigated the spatiotemporal sequence of activation
for tactile pattern (TP) recognition and whether it
proceeded in a sequential hierarchical manner, similar
to vision.
Earlier whole-head magnetoencephalography (MEG)
research has shown that for visual presentations, there
is a ventral pathway with activation onsets sequentially
engaging V1, other retinotopic cortices, occipitotemporal
areas involved in midlevel vision (e.g. perceptual grouping),
posterior temporal areas performing material-selective
encoding (e.g. for words and faces), and anterior temporal
and posterior prefrontal regions thought to perform
semantic and other higher processes [3,4]. Visual
information seems to travel from modality-specific to
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No study to date has investigated the cortical dynamics
among these neural regions involved in TP perception.
Given the difficulty of synchronizing tactile stimulus
presentation with the neural recording in MEG, little is
known about the time course of TP recognition. Wholehead MEG can localize differential somatosensory activity within somatosensory cortical regions, and also can
localize differences in the timing of activation in these
brain areas. It has been shown that MEG can display the
organization of S1 [10], and that attention can modulate
the MEG signal during somatosensory cognition in frontal
and parietal regions [11].
Using whole-head MEG, we examined TP discrimination
in neurologically intact individuals. We compared spatiotemporal patterns of cortical activity for attended and
nonattended TP discrimination to determine activation
associated with pattern identification separate from
sensory inputs. Anatomically constrained dynamic statistical maps (brain movies) were created to indicate the
location and time course of the neural activation. If the
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somatosensory system has an independent but hierarchical organization similar to that of the visual system,
activation should begin in modality-specific tactile
regions and then move to modality-general portions of
the ventral object-processing stream.

Methods

(Elekta, Stockholm, Sweden) with orthogonal pairs of
planer gradiometers at 102 locations over the entire scalp.
Individual averages were constructed for each task for
each participant after rejecting trials with eye blinks or
other artifacts using amplitude criteria confirmed by
visual inspection. Head movement was minimized using a
chin strap, foam padding on the head, and bite bars.

Participants

Eight right-handed men (18–30 years of age) participated
after providing informed consent. None had a history
of mental or physical illness, head injuries, or drug abuse.
Ethical approval was received from the Universities
of Utah and Denver. The participants’ data were
screened for MEG artifacts; two participants were
eliminated from the analyses because of recording
artifacts and data corruption.

Cortical surface reconstructions

Stimuli

Forward solution

A custom-made pneumatic tactile stimulator delivered
precise, controlled stimulation to the palm. It was
constructed from two pieces of Plexiglas into which holes
and divots had been drilled. They were screwed together
to form output holes for the air and internal bladders to
direct the air to the holes. Thin rubber was glued over
the output holes so that air puffs extended the rubber
membrane to touch the skin. Rubber tubes conducted
compressed air input (100 psi) to the stimulator to
produce stimulation. Air input was controlled by a
solenoid box outside the shielded room. Solenoids
determined the tubes that received the air. The
stimulator was driven by a computer and delivered
time-locked stimulation with millisecond precision using
STIM (Biolink, UK). Two discriminable patterns with
equal stimulation points (‘X’ and ‘ + ’) were selected
after pilot testing.

To calculate the signal expected at each MEG sensor for
each dipole, a boundary element method was used
[15,16]. The MRI coordinate system was aligned with
the MEG sensor coordinate system using three head
position (HPI) coils attached to the scalp. The position
of the HPI coils with respect to the participant’s head
and MRI was determined by measuring multiple points
using a Polhemus FastTrack 3D digitizer (Polhemus,
Colchester, Vermont, USA).

Procedure

In a 1-h session, the participants performed two tasks
that differed in the cognitive activity rather than the
degree of sensory stimulation: (i) TP discrimination (TP)
the participants distinguished pattern-1 from pattern-2,
and (ii) ignore TP (TPignore) – the participants received
the patterns but ignored them while listening to a story
from which they answered questions. The participants
were given practice to reach criterion performance; this
eliminated learning during experimental trials. To measure performance accuracy, the participants indicated
when pattern-1 occurred by raising the index finger of
the nonstimulated hand, breaking an optical circuit.
Stimuli had a stimulus onset asynchrony of 2 s. The patterns
were randomly presented for 300 trials. Every minute, the
participants were given ‘blink’ breaks. Each task was
performed on left and right hands.
Data processing

MEG signals were recorded from 204 channels at
0.1–100 Hz using a Neuromag Vectorview instrument

For each participant, geometrical representations for the
cortical surfaces were obtained [12–14]. To average
signals across the participants, the reconstructed surface
for each participant was morphed into an average
spherical representation, optimally aligning the sulcal
and gyral features across the participants but minimizing
metric distortions [14].

Inverse solution

Time courses of cortical activity were estimated using
a noise-normalized, anatomically constrained, linear estimation approach [12]. No a priori assumptions were made
about local dipole orientation, and thus, three components were required for each location. A sensitivitynormalized estimate of the local current dipole power
was calculated for each location [12,17]. For TP and
TP – TPignore analyses, significance thresholds for the
dynamic statistical parameter maps (dSPMs) were set
–8
at a P value less than 10 , with a full red response
– 11
indicating a P value less than 10 and a P value less than
– 17
10 indicating peak activation with a bright yellow color.
Noise sensitivity-normalized cortical surface-constrained
minimum norm inverse solutions were calculated every
5 ms for each condition and each participant. These
movies were averaged on the cortical surface across the
participants, after aligning their sulcal–gyral patterns. To
account for the lag between stimulus trigger and stimulus
presentation created by air flow through the tubes, 40 ms
from reported activation times was subtracted.

Results
Pattern discrimination (Fig. 1)

TPs delivered to left and right hands produced similar
mirror-image early cortical processing patterns. An initial
contralateral MEG signal in the S1 hand area was
observed by 25 ms, and it became robust by 35 ms. This
unilateral activation spread laterally to the sensorimotor
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Fig. 1
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By 290 ms, cortical activation patterns had become similar
in both area and laterality, regardless of which hand was
stimulated: SM1 activation and ventral temporal lobe
activation was observed in the LH, and anterior temporal
(AT) activation was observed in the RH. Overall, results
showed a sequence of activation consistent with what
would be expected from an organization of the somatosensory system similar to that of the visual system. Initially,
tactile information seems to be processed unilaterally in
modality-specific cortical regions specialized for perceptual
processing. It is then processed bilaterally in modalitygeneral temporal areas to permit pattern recognition.

110 ms

Attention effects (Fig. 2)

To isolate the more cognitive components of TP discrimination, dSPMs were calculated from the MEG

290 ms
Left hemisphere right

Left hemisphere right

Tactile pattern discrimination activation sequence for the left and right
hands. Statistical activation maps are overlaid on inflated brains (i.e.
cortical tissue in the sulci is expanded and represented on the surface
with the gyri; dark grey indicates gyri and light grey indicates sulci) from
lateral views. Early cortical activation (35 ms) begins in the contralateral
sensorimotor cortex (SM1) and is primarily determined by the hand
stimulated. By 65 ms, contralateral activation spreads to Broca’s area
(BA) and BA homologue, secondary somatosensory cortex (SII), and
parietal cortex (P). By 150 ms, activation was observed in both
hemispheres and ended in anterior temporal (AT) and frontal (F3/FP)
regions by 290 ms.

Fig. 2
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cortex (SM1), including the pre-central gyrus and postcentral gyrus, which is consistent with bidirectional
neuronal connections between these areas [18]. Between
65 and 110 ms, activation spread to the secondary
somatosensory cortex (SII), the parietal cortex, and the
inferior frontal gyrus [Broca’s area (BA) and BA homologue, a region homologous with BA on the right side]
within the contralateral cortex.
At 65 ms, the cortical activation sequence differed
depending on the hand stimulated, suggesting a handby-hemisphere interaction. For left-hand conditions, peak
activation was observed in the contralateral (right hemisphere, RH) parietal cortex, in addition to the continued
activation of the right (contralateral) SM1. By 110 ms,
activation was also found in BA and BA homologue. For
right-hand conditions, peak activation at 65 ms was
found in contralateral SM1 (left hemisphere, LH) and
BA; activity was also observed in the contralateral
operculum/insula, an area ventral to contralateral SII,
and contralateral SM1. By 110 ms, activation increased in
left contralateral parietal cortex. This apparent reversal in
the sequence of activation of BA/BA homologue and
parietal cortex for the different hand conditions is an
intriguing result, but future research with increased
statistical power will be required to determine its
robustness and reliability.

135 ms medial
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240 ms

240 ms medial

290 ms
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Attentional effects of tactile pattern (TP) discrimination activation
sequence for left and right hands when sensory inputs were subtracted
(i.e. TP – TPignore). With the exception of the initial sensorimotor cortex
(SM1) activation, the pattern of activation followed a similar course as
for TP. At 65 ms, left-hand stimuli produced relatively stronger activation
in contralateral parietal cortex (P) and right-hand stimuli produced
relatively stronger activation in contralateral Broca’s area (BA). By
110 ms, activation for left-hand stimuli moved to contralateral BA
homologue and activation for the right-hand stimuli moved to
contralateral P and to BA homologue. At 135 ms, the anterior cingulate
(AC) also indicated a hand by hemisphere interaction. Handindependent bilateral activation in the insula/BA and anterior temporal
(AT) began at 175 ms and continued to 290 ms where it ended in AT
and frontal pole (FP) regions.
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waveforms obtained by subtracting TPignore from TP
waveforms. This analysis removed the initial sensory
response common to both conditions.
For both hand conditions, TP – TPignore removed SM1
activation at 35 ms. The activation maps showed the first
attention effects in the contralateral hemisphere at
65 ms, and showed the interaction between hemisphere
and hand described above. For left-hand subtractions,
the main attention-related differential activity at 65 ms
was observed in the right parietal cortex; by 110 ms, the
activity moved to the right BA homologue, insula/SII, and
superior temporal regions. For right-hand subtractions,
differential activity was observed at 65 ms in BA (LH). By
100 ms, activity moved to the left parietal cortex, right BA
homologue, and superior temporal regions.
At 175 ms, the activation patterns were again similar for
both subtraction conditions. By 240 ms, activation was
observed in bilateral AT, insula, and BA, and ended at
290 ms in the frontal and temporal poles (F3/FP, AT; see
lateral and medial views in Fig. 2). This pattern of
activation is consistent with that observed during visual
pattern recognition [3,4].
The subtractions also showed attention-related activity in
the anterior cingulate (AC; medial views in Fig. 2). Righthand conditions showed contralateral (LH) AC activation
at 110 ms, but left-hand conditions did not show contralateral, (RH) AC activation until 135 ms. This suggests
that AC activation is modulated by attention and by hand
and hemisphere. For both conditions, bilateral AC activation was observed at 240 ms. These results correspond
with findings from functional MRI (fMRI) studies of tactile
object recognition with real objects [8,9].

Discussion
This study is the first to use whole-head MEG to
examine spatiotemporal maps of brain activity for TP
discrimination and their modification with attention. The
results support a ventrolateral TP-processing stream that
involves similar neural regions shown in fMRI research
on tactile object recognition [8,9]. The ventrolateral
somatosensory pathway includes SI, SII areas (including
the posterior insula and retroinsular cortex), the inferior
parietal cortex, and the motor cingulate. As predicted, TP
information moved from modality-specific to modalitygeneral regions: activity followed a progression beginning in SM1, moving to SII areas, and then on to the
ventral temporal cortex. This activation is somatosensoryspecific, because primary visual areas were not activated
and the early activation patterns differed from
those evoked by visual stimuli using the same MEG
methodology [3,4]. Thus, the results provide evidence
for a modality-specific ventrolateral pathway for TP
recognition.

Like vision, the final stages of TP recognition seem to be
bilateral and to activate modality-general cortical regions.
Touch and vision produce similar late activation patterns
for complex stimuli [4]. In all cases, activation ends in
AT and F3/FP. The similarity of the ventrotemporal
activation suggests that these regions have transmodal
functions in complex pattern recognition. This is a
striking confirmation of multimodal convergence.
Using the visual system as a reference, the results support a general framework for the interpretation of activation during TP processing. On the basis of the known
neurophysiological and anatomical constraints of the
cortical somatosensory system, this framework parallels
primary somatosensory cortex (SI) with striate cortex,
area 5 with posterior modality-specific visual association
cortex, and area 7 either with more anterior visual
association cortices or an area of overlap between
somatosensory and visual systems [19]. Other areas
implicated in higher-level somatosensory processing
include the inferior parietal cortex, the posterior insula,
and the retroinsular cortex. These regions may have
analogues with object-encoding regions within the ventral
visual stream. Ultimately, all sensory systems may
converge on polymodal regions in temporal cortex and
limbic areas [20,21]. This ventrolateral pathway model
implies that in humans, somatosensory inputs are
processed hierarchically from S1, to the SII complex,
to the ventral temporal lobe, and to the hippocampus.
Patient and neuroimaging studies confirm the relevance
of this ventrolateral object-recognition pathway for touch
[7–9,19]. In a PET study of tactile memory-processing,
researchers compared activation produced by a tactile
memory task with that of exploratory movements and
pure sensory processing. Results corresponded to a
ventrally directed parieto-insular pathway, including the
posteroventral insula and perirhinal cortex in which longterm representations of tactual experiences are formed
[22]. Functional MRI studies point to the importance of
S1, SII, the superior parietal cortex, the inferior frontal
gyrus (Broca’s area and its RH homologue), and the
lateral occipital cortex and temporal regions for TP
recognition [8,9,23,24].
Notably, activation patterns also suggest a potential
processing difference in the sequence of neural activation in the two hemispheres depending on the hand
stimulated. Although common regions were activated
overall for the two hand conditions, the activation
sequence seemed to be specific to each. Right-hand
pattern discrimination produced initial contralateral
(LH) activation moving from SM1 to SII to BA, and
then to the parietal cortex. Activation continued bilaterally along the ventral temporal object-processing stream
to end in AT and FP. Left-hand pattern discrimination
activated the contralateral (RH) SI and SII areas, but
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activation moved to the parietal cortex and then to BA
homologue before continuing bilaterally to AT and FP.
The sequence of modality-specific activation for unilateral stages of TP processing may be specific to each
hemisphere. The hemispheres may differ in the prioritization of neural processing used to integrate stimuli:
TPs may be preferentially processed initially in the RH as
spatial information [25] but they may be preferentially
processed in the LH as a temporal sequences. This is
an initial study and further research is needed to address
this issue.
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Conclusion
MEG during TP recognition confirms the regions
implicated by some fMRI studies and shows their
progression from primary somatosensory to parietal,
temporal, and frontal cortices. This sequence parallels
the ventral visual object-processing stream, and the
tactile sequence terminates in the same supramodal
areas as the visual stream. Furthermore, these novel MEG
results confirmed the activation of frontal and temporal
poles for pattern recognition, often missed out in fMRI
experiments. Additional researches are needed to explore
the relationship between the sequence of processing
and hemispheric specialization.
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